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Reliable EV charging from Hanko to Nuorgam – Recharge relies on Caverion’s
technical service and maintenance across Finland

Recharge, a leading charge point operator in the Nordic countries, has chosen Caverion
as its nationwide partner for technical service and maintenance in Finland. Recharge
operates more than 800 charge points at 190 locations across the country. Besides
technical service and maintenance 24/7, modernisation and new sites, Caverion is
currently installing contactless payment terminals for the charging stations.   

The rapid charging network by Recharge is the largest in the Nordics that is open to everyone.

“Our goal is to give our customers the best fast charging experience along the roads. To do
that we rely on great partners such as McDonald’s, IKEA and others for locations, and we rely
on the installation and maintenance expertise of Caverion. They have industry-leading
capabilities, qualified operations and standardised ways of working. With Caverion, we also
share the passion for accelerating the green transition”, says Kim Kuremyr, Head of Asset
Management at Recharge. 

The partnership between Recharge and Caverion has its long roots in Norway, where the
companies have been working closely and successfully to build an impressive EV charging
network across the country. Nowadays, Recharge and Caverion also work together in Sweden
and Denmark.



“Recharge is a pioneer in the EV charging market in the Nordics, and it is our privilege to work
closely with them. We couldn’t agree more with their mission to make the transformation from
fossil to EV as easy as possible. Charging infrastructure is critical infrastructure and our
nationwide presence ensures quick response times and professional service 24/7,” says Pasi
Vartiainen, Head of Sales at Caverion Finland.

Read more about our services

Watch video about our collaboration with Recharge in Norway

For more information, please contact: Pasi Vartiainen, Head of Sales, Caverion Finland, tel.
+358 50 343 3171, pasi.vartiainen@caverion.com

Caverion is an expert for smart and sustainable built environments, enabling performance and people’s well-being. Customers can
trust our expertise during the entire life cycle of their buildings, infrastructure or industrial sites and processes: from installation and
maintenance of base and smart technologies, to managed services as well as advisory and engineering services and digital
solutions. Our customers are supported by about 15,000 Caverion professionals in 10 countries in Northern and Central Europe.
Our revenue in 2023 was about EUR 2.5 billion. 

In April 2024, Caverion and Assemblin combined to create a leading northern European technical service and installation company,
Assemblin Caverion Group. Together, we are nearly 22,000 skilled professionals in 10 countries, sharing the passion for smart and
sustainable solutions. Our combined revenue amounts to EUR 3.8 billion.

www.caverion.com 
www.assemblincaverion.com

#Caverion #BuildingPerformance #energywise 
#AssemblinCaverionGroup #Strongertogether

http://www.caverion.com/catalog/services/emobility-solutions/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zHiUj2YYL5A&t=14s
http://www.caverion.com/
http://www.assemblincaverion.com/

